
  

 
 

A466 Wye Valley – Rock scaling safety scheme 

September to early December 2018 

 

Frequently asked questions 

 
Background 

What is the problem? 

The embankment above the A466 just north of Bigsweir Bridge has been unstable for some time. 

Regular monitoring inspections by the highways geotechnical team have confirmed that the 

embankment is deteriorating and becoming increasingly unstable. 

 

When and why was the A466 reduced to one lane with traffic lights? 

An inspection in January 2018 with a Mobile Elevated Work Platform (MEWP) indicated that there 

are several large pieces of rock that could potentially fall onto the highway and cause a serious 

incident.  As a result, temporary two-way traffic lights were installed with concrete barriers in the 

centre of the road, to create a single running lane.  This has enabled traffic to pass safely through the 

area until work can be undertaken to make the embankment safe.   

 

What will the safety work involve? 

The scheme will start with the removal of trees on edge of embankment followed by scaling back the 

loose rock and soil until solid material is found. The embankment will then be stabilised using 

approximately 165 pins and 220m² of netting to prevent any rocks falling in the future.   

 

Why has it taken so long to start work, since the inspection in January? 

It is necessary to apply for a variety of consents in order to deliver a scheme of this type.  In 

particular our timing is governed by ecological considerations and the works are programmed to 

avoid bird nesting season. We were also keen to minimise disruption to the local economy by 

avoiding the busy summer holiday season. 

 

Road closure details 

Will the road be closed during the works? 

Due to the narrowness of the carriageway and the large scale machinery involved in the work, it will 

be necessary for us to close the road for the duration of the scheme.  Both the machinery and the 

rock debris will be too large to clear the site at the end of each day which means the road closure 

will have to be in place 24/7.  This is for the safety of the road users and our workforce.  There will 

be a signed diversion in place which can be found on the webpage 

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/A466.  

 

 

http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/A466


  

 
 
When will the works be taking place? 

The works and road closure will start on 26th September and be in place 24/7 for nine weeks. 

 

Exactly where will the road be closed?  

A hard road closure will be in place from just north of the Stowe Road junction to just beyond the 

large layby forming the entrance to Cadora Woods.   The woods will still be accessible via the public 

paths on either side of the work site, but not within the site itself.  

 

Why will the road closure be in place for so long? 

There is a lot of rock to remove from the embankment and there is no way to know what is beneath 

the loose material until it has been removed, so we have allowed plenty of time to complete the 

works.  If it is possible to safely reopen the road earlier than advertised then we will. 

 

Can I still walk/cycle along the road? 

The carriageway will be closed to vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians for everyone’s safety. 

 

Will the buses and school buses be allowed through the road closure? 

For safety reasons the road is closed to all traffic.  The buses and school buses will be using the 

diversion route. Monmouthshire County Council have released a revised timetable for the 69 route 

which can be found at www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/A466.  

 

Other queries 

Who owns the embankment? 

The embankment is owned by The Woodland Trust, with which Amey has agreements in place for 

land access to repair the embankment.  

 

Who is funding the safety works? 

The scheme is being funded by Gloucestershire County Council. 

 

Will Public Rights of Way (PROW) in the area be affected by the works? 

No, the PROWs will remain open.  

 

What will happen to HGVs or any other vehicles that get stuck at the road closure? 

Any vehicles that ignore the many signs ‘Road Ahead Closed’ will be turned at the road closure 

barrier, either at the Stowe road junction (north) or the large layby (south).  

 

What are you doing about vehicles using the side roads rather than the diversion route? 

Additional ‘NO THROUGH ROAD’ signs have been added to the schedule of signage, however we 

have no power to enforce use of the signed diversion, details of which can be found on the webpage 

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/A466 . 
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